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NEWS UPDATE
Winter 2019/20
TLC for the Little Assynt Compost loos –
the 3 P’s only please!
Some of our regular path users to Little Assynt may have
noticed that one of our compost loos has been out of
commission recently. We are working hard to get the toilet
functioning properly and hope to have it open again soon. We
will then need to work on the other toilet so that come spring
time both will be fully operational again. When the toilets are
reopened we will need assistance from members of the public
to help keep them open…..all we ask is that if you use the loos
please only use them for the 3 p’s….pee, poo and (toilet) paper.
Unfortunately the compost loos had stopped composting as other items had been put in….things like wipes, dog
poo bags and general rubbish. Manufacturers of wipes and dog poo bags are selling them as flushable and
compostable but they are not.
Thank you in advance for helping to keep the Little Assynt compost loos working well so that we can all keep using
our unique loos with a view.

Trolls and magic in Culag Woods by Jorine van Delft
(an excerpt from CCWT’s Chairperson report, 2019)
There’s nothing like walking through the woods with young children to remind you of the magical atmosphere of
the woods. When my family was visiting in summer we went on a wander around the woods on a wet and dreary
day. It gave the woods a lovely smell and almost secretive atmosphere. I didn’t quite appreciate how much this
evoked my nephews’ imagination specially when I told them about the troll bridge. My youngest nephew, then 4,
looked at me with worry in his eyes while he took my hand and asked me if it wouldn’t be better going on the other
path seeing as he wasn’t sure he wanted to wake up the troll. Luckily with the help of their more sensible parents
we explained how our bridge was inspired by a story after which
they were not only happy to cross the bridge but also to take
turns ‘trolling’ us crossing. What I love most about our wood is
that it feels wild and adventurous but at the same time is
accessible for people of all ages. You can choose your path, take
little side shoots to hidden pebble beaches and end up on the
white shore meeting for lunch with the people that prefer the
more accessible paths. And for such a small woodland it’s
amazing how much of an adventure it seems to explore the path
network through it and when people tell me they actually got
lost in the woods I feel a little proud!
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Little Assynt Wildlife Project
Assynt Field Club has been a supporter of Culag Community Woodland
Trust since the Trust’s formation and its members have assisted with
various management plans and projects over the years. In 2018 the Field
Club began the Little Assynt Wildlife Project. The idea was borne out of
the many years involvement through projects such as the Little Assynt
Lochs Project (2010) and the Malaise trap project at Loch na h-Innse
Fraoich (at Little Assynt) in the same year. With the development of the
Little Assynt Biodiversity Project in 2017, the Club’s members felt the
time was right to carry out an audit of the existing information and then
target some fieldwork to fill in the obvious gaps.
Various fieldwork visits over 2018 to 2019 yielded some first recordings.
On a January visit to Torr Mor woodland a big bud gall was spotted on a
hazel sapling. This is the first recorded big bud gall in NW Scotland. The
gall is produced by the mite Phytoptus avellanae. On another excursion, Bryophyte expert, Gordon Rothero, was
exploring, among other locations at Little Assynt, the un-named lochan approx. 300m west of Loch na h-Innse
Fraoich.
From here a sample of green algae was taken back for identification and subsequently yielded the first recorded
specimen in the British Isles of the desmid, Cosmarium tuddalense originally described from Norway. Desmids are
single celled green algae only found in freshwater. They have spectacular symmetrical shapes, you just need a
microscope to see them! With all this also came the numbers, on a single excursion 51 mosses and 16 liverworts
(collectively known as Bryophytes) were identified. On another, 86 different species of lichens in the woodland at
Torr Mor were recorded and on only an 800 metre walk along a section of the Loop Path (Loch an t-Sabhail Path)
60 species of fungi were recorded. Thank you to all the Assynt Field Club members and experts Gordon Rothero,
Dr Tony Fletcher and Bruce Ing, for their dedication in all weathers to the continuation of wildlife recording at
Little Assynt. For more details please see https://www.assyntwildlife.org.uk/

Thank you
Thank you to all who support the Trust - there are almost as many ways to do this as there are species of fungi on
the Loop Path! ….being a member, picking up litter at the White Shore, making a donation, helping in the woods
on volunteer days, sharing Culag Woods facebook posts, encouraging the next generation to love the woods,
helping out with our fundraising stalls, passing on a leaflet to a new visitor, becoming a Director, sponsoring a
bench in the woods, letting us know what you think ….one note which was left from a Californian visitor “What a
treasure of a place and so loved. Thank you for a lovely space”.
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